ADDENDUM No. 2
ADDENDUM TO:

Merchant Services for Golf Course Facilities
(Rocky Point, Rogers Park & Babe Zaharias)

RFP NUMBER:

13-03

RFP DUE DATE:

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 at 2:00pm

October 18, 2013

TO BIDDER: This addendum is an integral part of the RFP file under consideration by you as a proposer
in connection with the subject matter identified above. For the purpose of clarification the following
additions, changes, modifications and replacements noted below have been made to the RFP and have
been made to the RFP file which bears the above title.
Proposals submitted shall conform to these additions and modifications noted herein and including all
issued addendums.
QUESTIONS, RESPONSES & CLARIFICATIONS
Question:

Do you have merchant statements on the three Golf Courses? Please provide the last 3
months statements.

Response: See enclosed statements.
Question:

What are the annual volume for each golf course and the average ticket for each
transaction? (If you provide the statements, I can get this information from the
statements)

Response: See enclosed statements.
Question:

Do you presently have the Magnetic Stripe Card Readers for the POS Systems? It states
in the RFP that The Authority would like forward facing card swipes for each location. I
would need to know what card swipes would be compatible with Element Gateway to
quote them a price on specific card readers. We do not provide these readers at “no
cost” as is requests in the RFP.

Response: All golf course locations have Magnetic Stripe Card Readers that are attached to the
monitors. We are interested in having card swipes that the customer can control
themselves.
Question:

We can process through Element Gateway that is certified with EZ Links Software. This
would be a separate account through Element that would provide the Gateway
necessary to process through EZ Links Software. They would have to contract separately
through Element for this service, so we cannot provide numbers described in the RFP for
this gateway service. Since they presently have an account with Element Gateway, this
should not need to be changed and the pricing should already be in place for this service.

Response: The Authority does not have a contract agreement with Element. Please contact
Element for pricing. Please review page 16 of the RFP document; “For
informational purposes, only…”
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Note: To qualify your proposal, of which this addendum becomes a part, this form must be completed
and returned to this office with the proposal.
Date:
Authorized Signature of Company Rep.

Printed Name of Company Rep.

Company:
Address:
Telephone:
Contact’s Email:
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